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In an ever-changing world, schools and teachers are no longer confined with the use of merely chalks, black boards, cartolinas, and manila papers. But rather, they are being encouraged to use to their advantage the technology to be a bridge to adapt new ways for learning and providing better education.

Technology has become a new powerful tool in education. It can give many new opportunities, new ways to create and discuss, and new different interactive ways of learning. On students having their interests being no longer easy to sustain, teachers can use video presentations and PowerPoint presentations to stimulate and catch the attention of the learners. It ensures full participation from them. By just simple clicks and download, technology already has its ways of making learning an enjoyable and fun thing to do for students. On the teacher’s part, technology has made a way for manual tasks to be done effectively and efficiently. By using less time and resources, they can now use it to their advantage in recording attendance, tracking the student’s participation and performance, and recording their assignments. There’s even a program that can be used where they can just input the student’s scores and with just formulas, it can be computed right away. It eliminates the once tedious and time consuming tasks for them.

We now live in the world of 21st century where learning about technology should be a basic skill because it won’t just help us with school; it can also be used in a workplace when it is the students’ time to work. It has become an advantage for many because we don’t live backwards, we don’t live in times of downgrade. We live in a continuously progressive time.
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